We discuss nonclassical properties of single-photon subtracted squeezed vacuum states and study its decoherence under different models. We find that the state is especially robust under phase diffusion model though its phase properties are lost. Quantum states with non-Gaussian Wigner function are significantly important in quantum information processing. For certain non-Gaussian states, Wigner functions can take negative values. Such negativity refers to nonclassicality of these states. These states are useful in distillation of entanglement, loophole-free tests of Bell's inequality, and quantum computing. A specific class of such nonclassical states has been shown to be similar to the Schrodinger kitten state, in the sense that their Wigner functions show negativity at the origin of phase space [1]. It has been shown how to prepare an Schrodinger kitten state in an optical system, by subtracting a single photon from a squeezed vacuum state [1]. This optical kitten state would overcome the limitations of bound systems. In this paper, we focus our study on the nonclassical properties and decoherence of single-photon subtracted squeezed vacuum states which are optically produced single-mode non-Gaussian states.
Quantum states with non-Gaussian Wigner function are significantly important in quantum information processing. For certain non-Gaussian states, Wigner functions can take negative values. Such negativity refers to nonclassicality of these states. These states are useful in distillation of entanglement, loophole-free tests of Bell's inequality, and quantum computing. A specific class of such nonclassical states has been shown to be similar to the Schrodinger kitten state, in the sense that their Wigner functions show negativity at the origin of phase space [1] . It has been shown how to prepare an Schrodinger kitten state in an optical system, by subtracting a single photon from a squeezed vacuum state [1] . This optical kitten state would overcome the limitations of bound systems. In this paper, we focus our study on the nonclassical properties and decoherence of single-photon subtracted squeezed vacuum states which are optically produced single-mode non-Gaussian states.
Let us start with an unnormalized single-mode squeezed vacuum state which is given by |ψ ≡ S(ζ)|0 where = constant corresponds to ellipse in phase space which reflects the squeezing of the state. The nonclassicality of the state |ψ 1 has also been analyzed in terms of the Mandel's Q-parameter. The negativity of the Q-parameter refers to sub-Poissonian statistics of the state. However, it is shown that a state can be nonclassical even if Q is positive [2] . A similar situation occurs in our case. For the state |ψ 1 we find that Q becomes positive for r 0.46. We emphasize that the Wigner function has negative region for all values of r, and thus the state |ψ 1 is nonclassical for all r, though it does not exhibit sub-Poissonian photon statistics above certain squeezing threshold.
We next consider how this state evolves under decoherence. The decoherence of the state |ψ 1 can be due to decay of photons to the reservoir or due to phase damping. Amplitude decay model : When the photons decay to the reservoir, the corresponding Markovian dynamics of the state is described by the following master equation:
where κ is the rate of decay. Using Eq. (1) we have found the following explicit result for the time dependence of the Wigner function
where (r), and x = e −2κt /(1 − e −2κt ). Clearly, the Wigner function is non-Gaussian due to the presence of the polynomial P . This becomes negative when the polynomial P becomes negative. Note that at the center of the phase space (α = α * = 0), the Wigner function is maximally negative. We have found that the Wigner function has certain negative region for the time t < t 0 = ln(2)/2κ. However the negative value does not depend on the squeezing parameter.
Using Eq. (2), we show the evolution of Wigner function at different time-scales in Figs. 1. It is easy to see how the negative region of the Wigner function gradually diminishes with time. At long times κt → ∞, the Wigner function becomes W (α, α * , ∞) = (2/π)e
−2|α|
2 which corresponds to the vacuum state. In case of large squeezing, the state |ψ 1 becomes similar to a Schrodinger cat state. For large times, such an optical cat state also decays to vacuum. Thus the Wigner function becomes Gaussian, as discussed above. Effect of phase damping: We next study the effect of phase-damping on the state |ψ 1 by the master equation:
where A = a † a and κ p is the corresponding rate of decoherence. The solution for the density matrix element is ρ n,n (t) = exp[−(n − n ) 2 κ p t]ρ n,n (0). Thus, all the elements except the diagonal elements decay with time due to dephasing. At long times, we can write ρ(t → ∞) = ∞ n=0 ρ n,n (0)|n n|, which refers to a mixed state. The corresponding Wigner function is shown in Figs. 2. We have found that the Wigner function varies very slowly with time for small squeezing. But for large squeezing, the variation is faster. Although we can conclude that phase damping leads to much slower decoherence than amplitude damping.
In conclusion, we have studied nonclassicality and phase-space behavior of a single-photon subtracted squeezed vacuum state in presence of decoherence. This state is nonclassical for all values of squeezing parameter, but with an upper bound of the squeezing parameter to exhibit sub-Poissonian statistics. Further we have found that at long times, the state decays to vacuum in presence of amplitude decay and the Wigner function becomes Gaussian. On the other hand, phase damping leads to much slower decoherence than amplitude damping. The state remains nonclassical at long times.
